
ii) The cosmologycal term ln the 

Einstein equations Is not a constant hut has 

a time-dependent value ( Linde, 1973). The 

substance energy Is not conserved due to the 

energy "pumping" from the nonobservable 

condensate ( LG, 1974). In distinction from 

stationary cosmology of Hoyle and Bondi in our 

caae the total energy of substance and conden

sate is conserved.

lii) There is a possibility of domains and 

vortices formation in the course of Universe evo

lution because of an independent phase transi

tion ln different points of the Universe 

(Zel'dovlch, Kobssarev, Olcua', 1974; Kibble, 19?3).

b) The case of small^corresponds to the 

charge-nonsymmetrlc Universe. In this ease 

the main factor Is an Increase of fermion 

density. The phase transition is absent. The 

condensate density (Г and particle masses increa

sed ln the past. The problem of nonexistence 

of relict quarks should be reexamined (Linde, 

1975).

There exists a quantitative description 

of the Universe evolution in the framework of 

theories with spontaneous symmetry breaking 

( Linde, 1965; Krive, Linde, Chudnovsky, 1976).
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Supersymmetric theories ^  have now 

been studied for some time, but the search 

for realistic Models appeared to be a hard 

problem. We have already presented a model of 

weak and electromagnetic interactions for the 

electron and its neutrino ^  . But it is 

dlffioult to describe alao the muon and hadron 

seotors: supersymmetrlc theories involve 

scalar as well as vector bosons and scalar-- 

-partlcle-exchanges have to be avoided in 

prooesses such as /v) - or ji>~ deoar*, more- 

over it seems that the Soldstone fermion ari

sing from spontaneous sypersymmetry breaking

cannot be identified with the electron or
/3/muon neutrino ' ' .

We shall present here a possible way to sol

ve these problems. Before discussing a super- 

ejwietrlc theory whloh oould be considered as 

reallstlo ( except that the problem of mass 

generation for electron, muon and quarks

remains), we remind briefly the main features
/2/of the earlier model ' ' . It involves gauge 

( or vector) superfields, and matter ( or chiral) 

superfields; eaoh of them describes a vector 

and a Majorana spincr ln the first oase, or 

a two-component Dirac splnor and a oomplex 

scalar ln the second oase. T\X/_ , Z. and the 

photon J" are the vectors bosons associated 

with spontaneously broken S U [ 2 )  * L H  -0 

gauge symmetry; L  , L .  , I:, L B are Clrao 

splnors and Is a massless Majorana splnor;

associated with the photon under supersymmetry 

transformations, there are also scalar fields:

Z. real, and ф  complex.The mass speotrum

Is given ln Fig.l.



Lepton number Is conserved and carried 

Ъу the spinorlal generator in the supersyramet- 

ry algebra. The same angle 0 appears as the 

SU(2)xLT(i') mixing angle, like In Weinberg 

-Sala n  type models, and a neutrlno-heavy-

Z  ; ; r
i L  j ф

usual leptons and quarks are described by new

МУ1

Г. >4- v
L

Flg.1. Zeroth order mass spectrum In the model 

of Ref. /2/

neutrino mixing angle.like In Georgl-Glashow 

type models:

L ,

X j<bk

I .

transforms as a triplet of the gauge subgroup 

SU(2).

In ref. X j- , which was the G0ldstone

splnor was Interpreted as the neutrino field, 

and /  as eleotron and heату electron 

fields respectively. ^ and A  у , massle as 

are the only light particles, together with / _ .

(_ scattering Is due to the exchange of the 

heavy rector boson W _  , but also of the 

heavy scalar boson ( see Fig.2).

L

Ж

t .

71g. 2. Diagrams contributing to (_ scattering

In a realistic model we have to prevent 

scalar particles to be exchanged In processes 

such as or p -  decays. This can be achieved

if we Interpret £_,/__>••• as belonging to 

a new class of leptons, whereas the fields of

superfields, which are all of matter type /4/

As an illustration we oan use the W einberg-Salan 

model ; the new matter superflelds describe 

the lepton fields >£L , , e , /* > the 4““ *

fields p, p \  it, Л together with scalar fields.

We use a new mechanism of supersymmetry

breaking and the Goldstone spinor is

completely decoupled; thus the problem raised 
/3/by low-energy theorems ' ' is avoided. The 

spectrum given in Flg.l is still valid, but 

now we hare to add:the eleetron-neutrino and 
muon-neutrino-fields,masslees;the electron,muon 

and quark fields ( which remain massless at 

zeroth order); and new scalar fields, which 

acquire large masses.

In this way we recover usual weak and 

electromagnetic interactions for ordinary 

leptons япД quarks; they are due to exchanges 

of vector bosons , 2  and ^  • But when

leptons of the new class are involved, scalar 

particles also can be exchanged (see for example 

Flg.2 showing the scattering of the new charged

lepton £■- with its neutrino .Besides electron,
A

muon and baryon numbers, a new quantum number 

is conserved, associated with leptons of the 

new type; it is carried by the spinorial 

generator in the supersymmetry algebra. Fig.3 

shows two possible decay modes of the new char* 

ged lepttrn I- :

t - X r

Ч Г _ Ж

,4-

Fig.3. Two possible decay modes of .

The existence of this new lepton may be 

a possible explanation for the production of 

S  pairs in fiT G_ scattering aocording

to t r l

(+ neutrinos)
r

TIO



To describe strong interactions we 

introduce a SU(3) colour ootet of gauge 

superfields, i.e. an octet of vector gluons 

and an octet of Majorana splnor gluons. Matter 

superfields associated with quarks exist in 

three colors; they describe spinor quarks, 

together with scalar quarks, which are heavy.

The effect of spinorial gluons is to couple 

spinor quarks to heavy scalar quarks. Standard 

strong interactions are due to exchanges of 

vector gluons between spinor quarks. Despite 

the presence of scalar quarks, strong interac

tions are asymptotically free.

In oonclusion this model, shows how cruoial 

problems arising in supersymmetrlc theories can 

be solved.It suggests the possible existence of 

spin 1/2-gluons and heavy spin O-quarks,besides 

spin I-gluons and spin 1/2-quarks. There is a 

new class of leptons with its own quantum 

number; it Includes charged ones,and a "photonic 

neutrino" X  j-
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In order to investigate the infra-red 

behaviour of non-Abellan gauge theories, we 

have oalculated the leading logarithms in the 

bremsstrahlung of two soft gluons by a coloured 

quark scattered in an external colourless 

potential. The result Is that Born approxima

tion is multiplied by a factor

I + A +

F U o c j A ) -

Here Cj = chromodynamic ooupling oonstant,

Д  = maximum energy of soft gluons, 

quark Caslmir operator,

C v = gluon Caslmir operator,

(1)

Я
momentum transfer

2

‘ J .

where if-=. cj,г ( + 4  ) 1 , and in = quark

mass.

The last term in (I) is the non-Abellan 

correotion to the familiar Q E D  exponential. 

Its simplicity is due largely to the calcula

tion of diagrams containing exactly one 

Yang-Mills vertex ( see Kinoehita, this 

conference).

In the calculation we used dimensional 

infra-red regularization, and we renormalized 

by subtracting UV divergences at an off-shell 

point.

We are tempted to speculate what might 

be the complete expression of which (I) is the 

first few terms. A simple possibility is

.Соя’1'

F= expj-CFm<oU4* f^ ] (2)

Д <•< m ,

Til


